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Winter Market Report

Smarter Long-Range Weather Outlooks and Awareness of Climate Change

Last Winter’s Historic Warmth
After several years of historic global heat, from historic fires in Australia
last winter that killed millions of animals and wiped out crops, to one
of the warmest winters (2019) on record for Europe and the U.S. which
pressured natural gas and energy prices, this winter promises to be
“colder”. Nevertheless, in our view, Climate Change, not low solar activity, is
still having a long-term effect in warming the planet, creating more frequent
hurricanes and fires that are devastating our nation’s western National
Parks and farm land. Hence, what might otherwise have been an incredible
cold winter, probably has to be “tweaked” somewhat because of the
warming Arctic.
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View the JIm Roemer Video:
Welcome to Climatelligence

https://youtu.be/ED8rPyUUVkM

The Climatic Factors That Will
Influence The Winter of 2020-21
In contrast to last year, a developing La
Nina, the California fires ( which could
actually help alter the weather and
influence the movement of the Polar
Vortex ), record low Arctic Sea Ice and
October Eurasian snow cover, should
result in several more severe cold
outbreaks, especially for the Midwest and/
or Eastern United States. In addition, my
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in house long-range weather forecasting,
Climate Predict, utilizes up to 32 different
global teleconnections for predicting
weather and commodity prices for major
hedge funds, farmers and even equity
traders all over the world. I do not think
the record Atlantic/Gulf hurricane season
this year is indicative of the kind of winter
we are to have.
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What Is La Niña?
It is the opposite of the little boy and called in Spanish,
“Little Girl.” Unlike El Niño, La Niña typically does not
create a split in the jet-stream. Instead it’s all about a
strong polar Jet stream and the Polar Vortex.

With El Niño (warming over the
equatorial Pacific) fisherman
in Peru tend to have a terrible
anchovy catch. Skiers out west
often enjoy waist deep power
snowfall. In Australia, West Africa
and Southeast Asia wheat, sugar,

Source: NOAA

coffee and cocoa producers who
often lose billions of dollars in their
crops and Midwest wheat, corn and
soybean farmers who often realize
stellar crop yields, almost everyone
is familiar with the weather
phenomenon El Niño.

But during La Niña, the opposite
of these events often happen.
Nevertheless, Climate Change and
a host of other teleconnections
also play a role.

Global October Ocean Temperature Anomalies

In a nutshell, La Niña occurs not only when ocean temperatures cool in the eastern Pacific (see map below)
but when the trade winds between Australia and Tahiti, reverse. That tends to bring lower pressure and rains
to Australia. Something they have so desperately needed. Source Weatherbell
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What is the Arctic
Oscillation Index?
This winter, what is unknown and cannot be
picked up by standard computer models is the
influence the catastrophic western fires will have
in putting enough aerosol into the atmosphere to
possibly influence the Polar Vortex.
As the above graphic shows, when warm air moves
north over the Arctic it can disrupt the Polar Vortex
and move it south bringing cold air to much of the
U.S. and or Europe. This colder phase is called a negative Arctic Oscillation Index (-AO).

However, it is likely that the western fires
are having “some influence” in creating warm
weather at the North Pole in mid-late October.
The key point this winter? If the Arctic continues
to warm and a Polar Vortex moves south, just
how cold will that air actually be?
Notice the difference in these two maps, top of
next page. The map on the left with all the blue
(cool over the Arctic) is an average of all our La Niña
years. Hence, most of these years had a “positive
AO index” with the polar vortex remaining there in
October. The map to the right shows the current
warming over the Arctic.

In contrast, like last year’s incredibly mild 2019 winter,
the map on the left shows cooling over the Arctic with
the Polar Vortex staying over the North Pole (+AO).
The AO index occurs over the high latitudes near or at
the Arctic and can be influenced by many factors. Yes,
Climate Change is one factor, but other important
climatic variables are: 1) Ocean temperatures in the
Eastern Pacific; 2) The MJO; 3) Fall snow cover over
Eurasia/Siberia and of course; 4) El Niño or La Niña.
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Here is one key point of my winter forecast. In years when there was warming (not cooling) over the Arctic in
October and hence a negative AO index, the early winter tended to be colder than normal over much of the
Midwest, Eastern U.S. and parts of Europe. Take, for example, 1955.

The La Niña of 1955. A
Good Comparison?

Nov-Jan 1955 global temperature anomalies

1955 December Snowfall Anomalies
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Source: Climatepredict

Source: Climatepredict

While a warming planet and Climate
Change could well mean that global
temperatures are not as cold as 1955,
the idea I present here, is that overall, we
will have a colder than normal US and
European winter. 1955 had both a La Niña
and a negative October AO index as we
recently had. However, I am more confident
in the 2nd half of winter being coldest with
some potential warm spells early on.
Though not written in stone, the 1955
analog (above) shows global snow cover
through December. Notice the red (below
normal snowfall) over much of the
Midwest and western U.S. That suggests
to me the present drought out west
expanding into at least some portions
of the Plains and Midwest that might
have bullish longer term implications for
the grain market. This is especially true
if South American has a grain production
short-fall later this year into 2021.
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Farming &
Commodities

La Niña and the negative AO index in
October could mean the following for
global commodities:

La Niña and The Negative AO index

Cocoa

Brazil Soybeans
Most cocoa areas of the world would see improved
global weather and a possible surplus of production
in 2021. This could be bearish the cocoa ETF (NIB)
through winter.

Wheat

Potential reduced yields for parts of Brazil or
Argentina soybeans. This should help the all grain
ETF (JJG) stay stable or rally into our winter; the
South American Summer.
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Map released
October 8, 2020

The drought out west could expand into the Plains
wheat belt threatening yields and bringing higher
wheat prices (finally), longer term.
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Based on my computer models above, most typical La Nina events, the western forest fires and including the
1955 analog because of the warming Arctic in October and hence negative fall AO index. I am leaning towards
the following weather possibilities for the late fall and/or early winter:

December-February Preliminary Winter Outlook
1) Temperatures through December will be variable
but colder than last year. I expect a colder than normal
2nd half of winter. However, the first part of winter
will be warmer than the 1955 analog due to climate
change.
2) The ski season will get off to a great start in Europe
and perhaps ski areas in Alberta, British Colombia and
the Pacific Northwest.
3) California and much of the Rocky Mountain States
may see drought conditions continue with below
normal snowfall expanding into the Plains and
Midwest.
4) Wheat crops from Nebraska to Texas may be hurt
by cold weather and lack of snow cover.
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5) There are equal (50-50%) chances that the Russian
drought will improve.
6) Parts of Brazil and northern Argentina soybeans,
coffee and sugar crops will see dry weather and
some reduction in crop yields later on. But Southern
Argentina corn areas may be spared the worst.
7) Global cocoa prices may remain under pressure as
west Africa has a much better winter than last year’s
strong, dry Harmattan.
8) Energy prices such as natural gas and/or heating
oil spreads will have some potential plays from the
bullish side from time to time, but most of this may
wait till later in winter.
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Commodity Trade Of The Month - Wheat
Wheat is grown throughout the world with the US
and Europe accounting to more than 50% of global
production. Wheat is used as both a feed for animals
(soft-red wheat), as well as higher quality wheat made
into breads and foods (hard-red wheat). Planting
usually begins in Russia, Europe and the United States
in September and October.
Wheat is a hardy crop which goes dormant in winter,
and then grows in the spring when soils thaw out.
Weather has a huge impact on global wheat production.
Over the last five years or so, there has been a glut of
wheat in the world.

For the first time in years we are
seeing global weather issues.
Hence, I recommended a buy in my
Weather Wealth newsletter of the
wheat ETF (WEAT) a week ago. As of
this week, wheat prices have rallied
more than 10% over the last two
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three weeks. You can see how the
longer term picture appears more
bullish from a technical perspective
on this chart. Notice the dry areas
around the world and crop stress
for wheat that is being planted.
Depending on La Nina and what

my Climate Predict long-range
software predicts for the next 6
months, it’s possible wheat prices
could explode another 20 to 30%
or more.
Thanks for reading - Jim Roemer
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